
CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 

 The researcher will give some data that will be analyzed as the result of this research. 

Some data will be divided in to two points they are representation of data as the result point 

and the discussion. This chapter is important part of research because the researcher will 

answer the research focuses through the result and discussion. They are bellows: 

A. Result of Research 

These data bellow are findings of Islamic moral value in a lyrics of a song. The 

researcher found these data when the researcher watched the song on youtube. The 

researcher analyse the lyrics and underlined the word that is Islamic moral value. The 

researcher gets the data from the documentations.  

The following data are the answer of the two researcher focuses, which are: what 

are Islamic moral value which are found in the lyrics of Saif Adam “Heart” song album? 

and How are the Islamic Moral value in the lyric of Saif Adam “Heart” song album 

based on Al-Ghazali’s perspective? 

1. What are Islamic moral value which are found in the lyrics of Saif Adam 

“Heart” song album? 

This point  will show  the finding of the data documentation  included the Islamic moral 

value that found on Saif Adam “Heart” song album. 

 

1. Trust in Allah 



This life as you know 

You reap what you do 

And when you do good 

Allah will protect you 

Stop  you falling down 

Allah we surrender 

Cause He knows all 

No compromise 

Hears your laughs, 

feels your cries 

He is there all the time 

Make Du’a 

Praise Allah 

Our iman will grow 

InsyaAllah we will go far 

There is a long way to go 

 

 

 

2. Strong 

Look inside your heart 

Searching to your soul’ 

He is holding your hand 

And catching your fall 



MashaAllah I see the light 

MashaAllah I see my mother smile 

Allah Hu Akbar 

He sees it all 

For that I’m strong 

I’m so strong 

Every road has its rough ride 

Give your faith to Allah 

And let it go 

Respect all your sister 

 

3. Heart of Moslem’s 

Reach out for you to hold my hand 

The rain may fall but united we stand 

Our prophet guided the children they grew in to be 

men 

He taught the brothers be equal and respect your friend 

The strength in  our hearts can never be rival 

Or can walls could be built up again 

And  if you believe the angels will guide you 

Together it will give you strength 

Heart of a Moslem ! 

Proud to be part of Islam 

Heart of Moslem 



United  we will always stand 

 

 

4. After hardship comes ease 

 

Oh I will never let you go 

Your my heart my love my soul 

And the choices that we make 

We gotta make ouur own 

Gotta stand on our feet 

As we take this direction 

When we take on the world all the diamonds and 

pearls 

Couldn’t take me away from your smile and your love 

And I know you feel lost 

And you wanna give up 

After every hardship comes ease 

Hardship comes ease 

May Allah bless our way 

And our intention 

Stay pure everyday 

Be a better person 

 

 

5. The message 



Share the stories 

Share the lines 

Read the book to open your mind 

Spread the message in and around the world 

It’s a true day 

A new day 

The feeling that so deep inside 

The faith in our heart will always rise 

Now we aim to fly with the angel 

So, i’ll do my best in this life 

The faith in my heart is  where I  start 

There are  mountains we climb 

These things always take  time 

Believe and  you’ll achieve your goal 

Do not idolize or sin 

When you feel weak find a strange within 

Stay  clear from those that will bring you down 

 

 

 

 

2. How are the Islamic Moral value in the lyric of Saif Adam “Heart” song album 

based on Al-Ghazali’s perspective? 



 In this point  the researcher will describe Islamic moral value based on Al-

Ghazali’s perspective that is found on Saif Adam “Heart” song album. 

1. Trust in Allah 

In the lyric of the song, there is a moral value “ Faith to Allah”. It is the first 

moral value based on al-Ghazali’s perspective. Everything you do must be willing to 

give up by wishing for God. 

1. Strong 

In the lyric of the song, a moral value based on al Ghazali’s perspective, “Faith to 

Allah”. Allah has given us the guidance of living Islam, as a perfect guide, because 

inside it contains laws and provisions relating to world affairs and the afterlife. It is 

clear that Moslem should always implement Amar ma’ruf nahi munkar 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Heart of Moslem’s 

In the lyric of the song, there is a moral value, “compassion.” It is the twelve or 

the last moral value based on al-Ghazali’s perspective. Compassion in this context 

is a subtle and merciful feeling pity in the heart that leads to the ultimate vice, be 

forgiving and be kind. Compassion is a virtue and the height of heart that make 

the heart to pour out mercy to all of God’s servant. 

3. After hardship comes ease 



The moral value in the lyric of song is “patience”. It is a ninth of moral value 

based on al-Ghazali’s perspective. Patience here has the sense of being good at 

suffering with ridho and surrender your self to God. And is not called patience the 

one who is restrained under compulsion, but the ultimate patience is patience who 

surrenders to God and accepts God’s decrees with your chest 

4. The message 

The moral value in the lyric of song is “patience”. It is a ninth of moral value 

based on al-Ghazali’s perspective. Patience is major moral part that a person 

needs Moslems in matters of world and religion. 

 

 

 

B. DISCUSSION 

In this point the researcher elaborates the two research focuses; What are 

Islamic moral value which are found in the lyrics of Saif Adam “Heart” song album? 

And How are the Islamic Moral value in the lyric of Saif Adam “Heart” song album 

based on Al-Ghazali’s perspective? 

1.What are Islamic moral value which are found in the lyrics of Saif Adam 

“Heart” song album? 

 

Islamic moral value is essence of collection of life value that are reflected in 

actions governed by islamic religion. Based on Islamic doctrine, moral value 

concerning wrong or incorrect life. He revealed that moral value contain goodness 

and mistakes in life in accordance with the standards that apply to us. An Islamic 

moral a literary work also reflects the author’s life view, which is about goodness. For 



example autors creat a song to convey the message to the listener. The message is 

presented in the lyrics in the hope that someone who listens to the songs and 

understand what the author’s said. 

From some figure in Islam, researcher believe that Al-Ghazali’s priest was one 

of the most responsible members of Islamic chastity development. As evidence of his 

greatness, he had written many books : maqhasid al-falasifah (the objective of the 

philosopher) , the first of  which was written and contained philosophy issuess. 

Tahafut al-falasifah (the confusion of the minds of the  philosopher) it was made up 

while in Baghdad when doubts engulfed his soul. In this book, Al-Ghazali threaten 

philosophy and philosopher very loudly. I just came in (reviving religious studies) this 

book has been his greatest works for many years, moving between Damakus, 

Jerusalem, Hijaz and thus contained fiqih’s guidance, tasawuf  and philosophy. Al-

Munqiz min al dkosher (savior  of heresy) this book it is a history of natural 

development, al-Ghazali’s own mind and reflected his attitude towards various 

science and the way to the God. Ayyuhal walad, the   book is  about the method of 

educating children and has disciples who are great someone in the field. 
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The researcher found Islamic moral value that is on Saif Adam’s song “Heart” 

album : 

1.  Trust in  Allah  

The lyrics is you reap what you do. And when you do good, Allah will protect 

you .  As a mu’min we practice amar ma’ruf nahi munkar an expression of obedience 

and love for god, that is by doing charity and shying away from despicable conduct. 

2. Strong 
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The lyric is give your  faith to Allah and let it go, respect all your sister. It is 

obvious that the lyric teach us to have faith to Allah. 

3.  Heart of Moslem’s 

 

 

The lyric is he taught the brothers be equal and respect  your friend. These 

lyric teach us to respect  to the other Moslem, care, being kind and love the other. 

4.  After hardship come ease 

The lyric is may Allah bless our way and our intention, stay pure everyday. Be 

a better person. After hardship come ease.  These lyric teach us to be patience, always 

pray to Allah and being our selves be better. 

5.  The message 

The lyric is believe and you’ll achieve your goal. From the lyric, we teach that 

we must be patience, positive thinking and believe to Allah. 

 

2. How are the Islamic Moral value in the lyric of Saif Adam “Heart” song 

album based on Al-Ghazali’s perspective ? 

 

To understand Al-Ghazali’s perspective of morality can be tracked from his concept 

of khulq. Al-Ghazali deconstructed the word khulq (morals) as a condition of the soul from 

which easy action is generated without thought and effort. As for the understanding of the 



soul, Al-Ghazali used four terms : al-qalb, al-nafs, al-ruh dan al-aql. The fourth measure 

according to Imam  Al-Ghazali has an equation and a difference of meaning.  

The difference is primarily physical in terms where al-qalb means physical heart, al-

ruh means soul, al-nafs means lust and al-aql means scientific. While the similarity is that 

when viewed  from a spritual perspective. The four things mean the human soul which is latif 

rabbani which is the essence, the self and the human substance. Therefore, humans in the first 

(physical) sense do not return to Allah, but in the socond (spritual) sense return to Allah. 

Thus, the understanding of the soul, according to Imam Al-Ghazali involves understanding 

soul in physical sense relating to the physical life force and soul relating to haggle, self and 

rabbani human matter.
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1. Trust in Allah 

The lyric of this song contain the moral value based on al-Ghazali’s 

perspective on number one : “Faith to Allah” 

Allah has given us the guidance of living Islam, as a perfect guide, because 

besides it contains and provisions relating to world affairs and the afterlife. It is 

clear that Moslem’s should always implement Amar ma’ruf nahi mungkar. As a 

Mu’min, we apply amar ma’ruf nahi munkar an expression of obedience and love 

to Allah, that is by doing so charity and shying away from despicable conduct. 

That is the right faith reflects good character will deed manifested itself. Obey 

such define commands in according by worshiping and worshiping god the very 

essence of human life. Among taqwa road the most important is worship, 

especially if it is with maqam ihsan. While the road to reach the degree of ihsan, 

once converted to Islam is charitable and restraint and not to sin. That’s the road 
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that will deliver to the very essence of faith that is maqam ihsan. A person’s 

degree of self-awareness is not only marked by acts of ritual worship performed 

such as prayer, alms, fasting or hadji. More than that the status of the student is 

characterized a personality by adherence to Islamic teachings, so that the person is 

sticky by virtue and lofty demeanor, obey the prescribed boundaries of Allah, 

following his commandments,  avoid what He does not and follow his guidance in 

all things.  

3. Strong 

The lyrics of this song also contain the moral value based on al-Ghazali’s perspective 

on number one : “Faith to Allah” 

Speaking of Faith to Allah, this the first and make us think a lot. Why we have faith in 

the things we cannot see and so many things we think about. Faith to Allah is the first 

united Faith, so it becomes a priority that we owe to have faith in. a person’s faith is 

good with one of the three aspects of faith in God. The element of faith is one 

indivisible whole 

4. Heart of Moslem’s 

The lyrics of this song also contain the moral value based on al-Ghazali’s perspective 

on number twelve: “compassion” 

Sharia motivates and commands us Moslem to posses it even Islamic sharia offers 

various description of that mercy or affection in its various forms. Among them is that 

we are asked to be humble toward our fellow believers, our fellow Moslems. 

Regardless of social and political standing, whatever its national, racial, and language; 

a Moslem should be respected and not faced with arrogance. For, by nature a Moslem 

is one with another like a body. They are like heads with feet, like mouths with 

stomach. 



 

4. After hardship comes ease 

The lyrics of this song also contain the moral value based on al-Ghazali’s perspective 

on number nine: “patience”. 

Atience is to be applied in all aspects of life. Not only in the face of disaster but also 

in great comfort. Patience here must include gratitude to Allah, must remain vigilant. 

Do not forget that success or triumph is in essence not merely because of personal 

ingenuity, but is a grace and gift to Allah. 

 

5. The message  

The lyrics of this song also contain the moral value based on al-Ghazali’s perspective 

on number nine : “patience” 

Patience is the restraint of the distresses and the attitude of sharia and reason., the 

keeping of the spoken against reproach, and the holding of the limbs from committing 

sin and so forth. Patience is the heart attitude that comes first when faced with both 

trials and disasters. 

Patience is  a major moral part that a person needs Moslem in matter of world and 

religion. He has to base his ideals to him. A moslem ought to harden his heart in bear 

all sorrows and trials calmly. There  are a lot  of passage in Koran that explain the 

virtue of being patience. Consume as follows and surely we shall repay the people 

who are patient with better rewards than what they have work it. 

 

 


